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Change of print method of Lot information on the Cell
- LGC’s cylindrical cell (for all cylindrical models) surface printing information/ shape will be
changed as follows.
Detailed changes and purpose
Items to be changed

Purpose

(1) Including 2D barcode

• To achieve better cell traceability of single cells by using the 2D barcode.

(2) Including Warning Text

• To minimize end users’ safety hazard and legal risks by misuse or abuse
(using single cells for other purposes after disassembling cells from the
system) of the final end-users.

(3) Cell printing code
change

• To align the Cell printing information with the international standard of cell
model naming method.

Please see the next slides for example images and applying orders for each items.
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Cut-in dates and example images
- The 3 types of changes will be applied to each cylindrical model one by one in order of
each models’ production schedules.

Estimated Cut-in date  around April 2019
Before

After
This is an example image
for reference. The 2D
barcode, printing code and
the warning text might not
be located on the same
side of a cell.
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Note : The actual size and
words on the Warning Text
are subject to change with
additional notice if necessary.

- Line remodeling construction for the change will be completed around April.
- The exact Cut-in dates of each models and customers might NOT be the same, and will be updated soon.
(in advance to the actual shipment)
 Please contact your LGC sales account for the detailed Cut-in dates for each model.
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